
 
 

  
 
From them, we’re not disengaging 
 
August 8, 2005   
 
Why, after 58 years, is Shfar’am considered enemy territory? The 
legitimization of shooting Arab citizens as a political provocation or to disperse 
a demonstration stems from their exclusion from the Israeli public and their 
designation as enemies 
 
By Shuli Dichter 
 
During the funeral in Shfar’am on Friday, one of the Arab participants said to 
me: “It’s very important for us to see you, the Jews, who came here today. We 
must not regard the mourning over this tragedy as just an internal Arab 
matter.” In this statement, he succinctly expressed the main issue: There is a 
joint civic framework in Israel for the Jewish majority and Arab minority, and 
this is not an “internal matter” that divides along ethnic lines. Everything in 
Israel has a direct and mutual impact on Jews and Arabs, for better or worse. 
Therefore, those who think that the disengagement is an “internal Jewish 
matter” are also mistaken.  
 
One of the reasons for not conducting a referendum on the disengagement 
issue was that it appeared that the Jewish public could not tolerate the 
participation of Arabs in the referendum. And, indeed, the Arabs stood silently 
on the sidelines. They were not involved in the debate about the 
disengagement and left the Jews to conduct their “internal matter.” But the 
power of the discourse in Israel to exclude the Arab minority denies the 
legitimacy of the Arab minority here and paves the way for further 
deterioration. 
 
There is no point in blaming the Shin Bet General Security Services for this 
failure – the Shin Bet is only the sentry. Similarly, there is no reason to run 
and immediately fumigate the vegetable patch where the rotten potato 
sprouted because the same garden is part of a much larger field of 
discrimination, exclusion and denial of the citizenship of the Arabs in Israel. 
How did it happen, after living together for 58 years, that Shfar’am is 
considered “enemy territory?” How can a Jewish citizen shoot an Arab citizen 
simply because he is an Arab?  
 
There is another example, which is also similar: About five years ago, during 
the events of October 2000, 13 Arab demonstrators were shot to death by 
Israeli police. What stood behind the shoulder of the sharp-shooter and 



enabled him to pull the trigger? It was not only his direct commander, or the 
commander’s superior officer, and not only the minister of public security or 
prime minister. Standing behind the shooter was the widespread legitimacy in 
the Jewish public for regarding the Arab towns in Israel, Umm al-Fahm, 
Sakhnin, Nazareth and Arabeh as “enemy territory.” This is the failure, and it 
is mistaken to point the finger at the Shin Bet or only at the government 
ministries. The real chain of responsibility leads to the Jewish citizens of 
Israel. The legitimacy of opening fire on Arab citizens as part of confronting 
demonstrations or as part of a political provocation stems from their exclusion 
from the Israeli public and their designation as enemies, from preventing them 
equal access to state resources and from not including them in the collective 
discourse. 
 
Perhaps the fantasy of disengaging from the Palestinians has spilled over into 
disengaging from the Arabs in Israel. Therefore, the government should make 
it clear to the Jewish citizens, in a vigorous and unequivocal way, that the 
Arab citizens in the Negev, Triangle, Galilee and mixed cities are an 
inseparable part of the state, and that we are not disengaging from them. On 
the contrary, the state is obligated to protect its Arab minority from inciters, 
rioters and murderers. But this protection does not begin with corrections 
within the Shin Bet. It begins with realigning the beliefs and attitudes of the 
Jewish public in Israel. 
 
Nonetheless, it seems that the government did learn something: The 
exceptionally strong reaction by the prime minister, followed by condemnation 
from the entire establishment and condolence visits by ministers, underlines 
this – but this is not enough. As a lesson from the attack in Shfar’am, the 
government should initiate a broad and long-term awareness campaign 
directed mainly at Jews. At the center of this campaign would be a clear 
statement that the Arab citizens in Israel are not foreigners here and are part 
of the public discourse on all issues. This campaign would include billboards; 
posters for hanging in government offices, workplaces and schools; special 
radio programs; unequivocal declarations by ministers, and more. This 
campaign must be supported by actions – that is, the equal allocation of 
budgets. This would be the first step, a minimum step required to begin 
building a civic framework here strong enough to prevent the civil war that 
threatens to topple the state during the coming the decade.   
 
Indeed, the mourner in Shfar’am who welcomed the Jewish participants at the 
funeral was right. But the acts of solidarity by Jewish citizens should point the 
way for the government. The ministers should take clear and vigorous steps 
to establish equal and shared citizenship for the Jewish majority and Arab 
minority. 
 
Shuli Dichter is the co-executive director of Sikkuy, a Jewish-Arab NGO 
working to advance civic equality in Israel.  

  

 
 


